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INTRODUCTION

his guide is developed as 

part of a pilot project entitled 

“Applied Work Experiences for Impactful

& Effective Deep Learning”. Funded by

grants from the Martha Holden Jennings

Foundation, Nordson Corporation 

Foundation, and The Fred A. Lennon

Charitable Trust, this project offers a 

programmatic solution to the identified

gap in apprenticeships and skilled 

Work-Based Learning experiences for

upper-level secondary students with an

interest in advanced manufacturing 

careers. Through a Work-Based 

Learning experience, students are 

expected to not only apply the theory

and skills learned in the classroom but

also to develop higher-level, critical 

thinking skills, problem solving and 

decision-making in the complex work 

environment.
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earning in the workplace is not a new concept.
Informal, on-the-job training is an integral part of

all workforce development. Work-Based Learning shares
many features of other forms of workplace learning such
as internships, apprenticeships, or on-site classes. 
It is unique in that it is infused in the demands of the job
and is intentionally connected with theory and skills devel-
oped in the classroom. The work experience is structured
to achieve learning objectives. The skill requirements of
the job determine the objectives. The Harvard University
report, Pathways to Prosperity (February, 2011) suggested
that “Work-linked learning should play an especially 
important role in the new American system of pathways to 
prosperity. There is mounting evidence that this would be
an effective strategy for encouraging young adults to 
complete both high school and post-secondary degrees.
Co-operative education is a tested model that provides
students with extensive work experience that’s carefully
monitored by the school.” John Dewey’s insights about
the importance of learning from experience and practice
through projects and collective activities are deeply 
embraced. Work-Based Learning (WBL) enhances but
does not replace traditional classroom learning and 
experience-based methods of teaching but rather bridges
the workplace with the classroom generating greater 
interest and engagement in career development.

WHAT IS WORK-BASED LEARNING?

Work-Based Learning is a process outside the school that
effectively integrates classroom curriculum and training
with workplace experiences to enhance learning and to
develop strong academic and workplace knowledge 
utilizing the work experience as a source of learning. 
It emphasizes the student-employee as a learner first, 
provides student skill development through alternative
methods of education and training, and rewards and 
acknowledges learning that occurs on the job. WBL 
enhances a students’ understanding of classroom theory
through participation in its application in the work 
environment.

WHAT IS ITS PURPOSE?

The objective of this Work-Based Learning project is to
give high school students enrolled in state approved 
career technical programs interdisciplinary learning experi-
ences that develop their problem-solving, critical-thinking
and communication skills linking their classroom learning
with the challenges they will face in post-secondary 
education and the workplace of the future.

A successful Work-Based Learning program is clearly 
different from a typical teenage experience. Adding value
to the experience is both the justification for their school’s
involvement and the critical factor in making work a learn-
ing experience. Pro-active management of the experience
is necessary to achieve a meaningful learning outcome. 
It is this careful attention to differentiation that positions
work-based experiences as quality, substantive activities
appropriate for career-technical students.

Inherent in Work-Based Learning is the ability to apply
content knowledge critical to the job and to reinforce skill
needed for improved performance and quality of work.
Student-employees develop skills in teamwork and 
problem solving and learn how to meet employer expecta-
tions. Student employees carry out tasks understanding
the why not just the how, committing fewer errors and 
producing a higher quality product. 

This project offers the potential to quickly assist in the 
development of a skilled manufacturing workforce pipeline
in Ohio that incorporates certifications, dual credit and
provides students access to an “earn and learn” opportu-
nity that would transition from school to work and college.
Through its focus on educational opportunities and career
advancement in the manufacturing industry, Work-Based
Learning has the potential to turn entry-level work experi-
ences into career opportunities, thereby increasing 
learning and improving student retention and academic
progress.

OVERVIEW
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ork-based learning should be viewed by 
business leaders as a rational investment. 

Employers, industry and schools recognize that when
young people understand the nature of work and the 
opportunities available to them, they are more likely to 
become productive, responsible members of the 
community. In turn, these same youth begin to value their
educational experience.

The mutual business-school support of a Work-Based
Learning strategy helps create a community-wide environ-
ment of collaboration and cooperation. Well-managed 
programs build businesses’ confidence in the school 
system and help schools make better use of limited 
funding and other resources.

Work-Based Learning is a significant workforce develop-
ment strategy. Improved and applied skills lead to better
efficiencies; the availability of a better-trained labor pool
supports business growth. Students participating in 
Work-Based Learning experience:

u Integration of school experiences into the community 
& workplace

u Increased graduation rates

u Better preparation to assume responsibility at 
younger ages

u Credentialing/Certification of key skills

EMPLOYERS

While the primary goal of Work-Based Learning is student
education, benefits to participating companies are 
significant—particularly from a strategic perspective.
Companies nationwide have initiated new projects with
student employees, found renewed interest in and oppor-
tunities for professional development of all staff, and 
benefited from the creative, high-energy spirit that teens
bring to the workplace.

Specific benefits to participating employers include:

u Assist in development of a skilled worker pipeline in 
Ohio 

u Enhance skills of incumbent workers

u Identify, utilize & reward untapped resources for 
instruction & skill development in the job itself and 
current workers (more productive workforce)

u Influence curriculum enhancements to increase 
instructional effectiveness 

u Support career advancement for students and current 
employees

u Improved recruitment

u Community goodwill and positive PR

u Long-term workforce development

u Assessment of student potential for long-term 
employment

u Reduced training costs

u Increased professional development of regular staff

u Reduced hiring costs

u Understanding of generational impact on company

EDUCATORS

Meaningful work-based experiences require teachers to
understand how business and industry work and to work
with “outsiders” in the development of opportunities for
young people. Participation in the development of the 
program and in the planning and management of its many
activities provide unique, interesting, and meaningful 
professional development opportunities. Work-Based
Learning helps students connect curriculum and do better
in class. Specific benefits include:

u Establish a viable employment link between students 
& advanced manufacturing careers

u Create enhanced non-traditional learning opportunities 
for students 

W
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u Skills are practiced & evaluated under supervision on 
the job in a real world environment

u Incorporate certification & dual credit providing access 
to “earn & learn opportunity”

u Improve student outcomes, placement, completion 
rates

u Increase graduation rates

u New opportunities to develop programs and 
partnerships outside of the school environment

u Advocacy for school & program

u Increased industry contacts, “people” resources for 
school committees, organizations & initiatives & 
financial investment in school program

u Validate program success & accountability

u Increased student motivation with paid job 
opportunities, industry certification—“earn & learn” 
opportunities

u Curriculum resource enhancement

STUDENTS

Planned, documented and evaluated work experiences,
with a mentoring relationship result in better understand-
ing of career opportunities and workplace requirements
and expectations. Students participating in Work-Based
Learning may: 

u Have increased focus and purpose.

u Better understand real life issues as they learn 
academics in context.

u Be more goal-oriented; they have a reason for and 
interest in continuing education.

u Develop better problem-solving skills.

u Understand the concept of work and work ethic.

u Have improved attendance and better grades.

u Earn significant income to support future endeavors.

u Develop mature communication skills.

u Be better prepared for future employment and 
promotion.

u Develop a portfolio of skills relevant to their future 
career paths.

u Have increased confidence to assume responsibility 
and make decisions.

u Better understand issues of budget, personnel, and 
organizational structure.

PARENTS

Data suggest that mom and/or dad remain the most 
significant influence on most teenagers’ lives—exceeding
even the influence of peers who are generally ranked 
second (and far behind parents or guardians). And while
the ultimate benefit of Work-Based Learning programs is

focused on the student, quality, well-managed programs
offer advantages for the parents as well. Such experiences
may open the door to communications, providing a common
ground for dialogue, as well as a better understanding of
what adult life is all about. Benefits may include:

u Improved student academic performance as they gain 
a better understanding of the relevance of their 
education and its overall perspective on life. 

u Opportunities for students to “sample” the real world 
of work while they remain within the overall protective 
environment of the school system (i.e., under supervision
of teachers and with specific learning goals).

u Improved communications with teens, in particular, as 
students’ work-based experiences provide common 
ground for discussion of specific experiences, of work 
and career philosophies, and of goals and frustrations 
in attaining desired outcomes.

u Maturation of students as they increasingly learn to 
position themselves within an adult environment and 
to recognize those behaviors that bring rewards and 
successes in the real world.

u Increased valuing of continuing education and training 
and more purposeful interest in college or other 
postsecondary education—i.e., more realistic reasons 
and goals associated with further education.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
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here are a number of key individuals required for 
a successful Work-Based Learning program.

These include the WBL coordinator, student, parent, 
classroom teacher, and worksite mentor. Following are
characteristics of the roles and responsibilities of each 
of these individuals. These responsibilities will vary based
on the staffing in an individual school. A classroom
teacher, placement coordinator or other high school 
personnel might assume the responsibilities of the WBL
coordinator.

WORK BASED LEARNING 
COORDINATOR IN MANUFACTURING

Each school should have at least one WBL coordinator
who will be responsible for duties related to project 
implementation. The number of WBL coordinators will 
vary with the number of participating students and
whether the coordinator is full time. If there are more than
10 students, it might be necessary to have more than one
coordinator. Duties will include:

u Screen & refer potential WBL candidates for review 
& selection

u Review the WBL guide and all appropriate forms with 
students, parents & employers

u Ensure submission of all required documentation, prior 
to the start of WBL

u Guide the student with making transportation 
arrangements to & from the workplace

u Assist all parties in defining, understanding and 
meeting WBL objectives

u Assist student to integrate workplace experiences with 
educational objectives at school 

u Advise student on the appropriate workplace behavior 
and dress 

u Conduct regular visits to the worksite providing support 
to student & WBL supervisor/employer

u Confirm the WBL schedule with the student 

u Develop a WBL agreement with the student which 
documents expected work activities and learning 
experiences at the company

u Advise the student of the organization’s policies, 
procedures and safety practices

u Provide the student with the company’s emergency 
forms

u Instruct, guide and supervise the student, addressing 
his or her questions and concerns

u Verify the student work hours each week by signing a

u Identify the skills students will perform 

u Communicate constructive criticism to assist the 
student with skill development

u Evaluate the student progress and performance via job 
supervisor evaluations

u Evaluate the overall WBL experience

CLASSROOM TEACHER
OR LEARNING MANAGER

The classroom teacher facilitates the planning and the
management of logistics particularly for the classroom
based activities and more importantly, they identify the
learning outcomes. Employers are not well positioned to
determine how they can best provide value to the 
experience. It is therefore the individual teacher who must
determine the potential of various activities and then 
define them in terms of learning outcomes for students.
Key activities of the teacher include:

u Identifying learning opportunities and develop program 
goals

u Developing specific learning objectives for each activity

u Identifying opportunities in the business sector 

u Arranging class activities and assisting with negotiating 
training agreements 

u Identifying individual sponsors/mentors & appropriate 
worksites

u Preparing students to meet the business community 
and to interact with employers

u Managing logistical issues, including scheduling and 
transportation 

u Matching students with appropriate experiences

u Supervising on-site experiences

u Assessing student performance

u Developing activities to encourage student reflection  

u Documenting activities and communicating with 
all parties 

u By the end of summer identify how you would improve 
the process 

WBL STUDENT IN 
MANUFACTURING

Students will be identified by the school staff based on
their ability to meet specific criteria. Expectations for 
participation include:

u Collaborate with the coordinator and employer to 
define the WBL activities and/or projects 

u Develop a current resume and portfolio

u Possess a valid driver’s license and transportation

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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u Work with the teacher, WBL coordinator and employer 
to define the objectives & outcomes in a WBL 
agreement

u Perform all duties, jobs & assigned tasks related to 
the WBL

u Observe all workplace rules and regulations particularly 
those applicable to safety and security concerns

u Make transportation arrangements to & from the 
workplace  

u Maintain a daily time and activity log of WBL hours

u Secure appropriate signatures of the parent/guardian 
on all completed forms as needed

u Complete a self-evaluation of performance & participate
in required activities with the WBL coordinator and 
project staff following the WBL experience

PARENTS’ ROLE IN SUPPORTING 
WORK-BASED LEARNING

Parents remain the number one influence on young 
people. Therefore, if a work-based program is to be 
successful, parents must recognize its value to their own
children and be willing to encourage participation. 
Additional parental support of the program may include: 

u Sharing of specific work-related incidents from a 
positive perspective

u Candid discussion of work challenges & benefits

u Candid discussion of both management and co-worker 
perspectives

u Encouragement of reflection by their child relative to 
his or her work experiences

u Encouraging students to set and work toward 
obtainable goals

u Ensuring student attendance

Since Work-Based Learning experiences occur off school
premises and often outside of normal school hours, 
parents must be willing to assume a portion of the 
responsibility for their children’s participation, including
risks associated with transportation and indirectly 
monitored activities (e.g., employment-based experiences).
To that end, parents may support Work-Based Learning 
initiatives by:

u Understanding the school and employer 
responsibilities

u Agreeing to requirements for work permits

u Allowing participation in off-premises activities (field 
trips, etc.)

u Providing transportation as needed

WBL COORDINATOR AND 
TEACHER ROLE IN SELECTING 
WORKPLACE SITE

Work-Based Learning experiences offer very specific 
opportunities to help students better understand the 
nature of work and career. Examples of these include:

u Observation of the working environment 

u Contact with incumbent workers and managers

u Dialogue with HR personnel and senior executives

u Participation in work tasks 

u Productive, paid work experience

Because the quality of the learning experience is wholly
dependent upon the company or organizational environ-
ment, site selection becomes a critical aspect of the 
coordinator’s overall planning. As with all aspects of 
Work-Based Learning programs, criteria for selection will
vary according to local needs and opportunities. 
Consideration should include:

u Company practices relative to contemporary 
benchmarks for similar organizations

u Equipment relative to state-of-the-art

u Position on civil rights, EEO, ADA, etc.

u Safety record, OSHA compliance

u Compliance with FLSA, state and local labor laws

u Cleanliness and adequacy of the facility relative to the 
industry

u Management support of and interest in education

u Nature of the existing workforce relative to the industry

u Variety of experiences available

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
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u Management support of employment-based learning 
practices, including:
– Assignment of mentor
– Availability of training
– Opportunities for job rotation, variety of assignments 

u Reputation in the community

u Relationship with union, rank and file workers

u Company’s long-term need for employees

u Growth opportunities for student-employees 
(employment-based experiences)

u Existing team-orientation, quality management 
practices

u Company perspective on human resource 
development

It is important not to lose perspective on the purpose of
Work-Based Learning. The school’s role is to ensure the 
development of academic and technical skills that have
value and contribute to the student’s career development.

EMPLOYER

The commitment and active participation of the employer
is necessary for a successful WBL experience. 
Employers must:

u Follow all the guidelines, rules and laws regarding 
students in the workplace

u Provide the same orientation and training to the student 
as that provided to any other new employee 

u Commit to providing a meaningful work experience, 
related to classroom curriculum 

u Attend & participate in a meeting prior to the WBL

u Commit to completing all WBL requirements and 
documentation and provide at least 150 hours of 
paid work experience

u Select an appropriate mentor who will have the time 
and inclination to guide, mentor, and coordinate the 
student’s activities. Consider rotating student’s 
experiences in areas such as: Quality Control, 
Engineering, Production/Assembly

u Agree to support job shadowing and plant tours as 
appropriate and participate in mock interviews

u Provide a job description for the position

u Interview the student prior to placement, review resume 
& portfolio, provide feedback to student

u Require the student-employee to participate in the 
company’s usual “on-boarding” process and be 
expected to follow all company rules and regulations. 
If a company has a drug policy, the parent will need to 
sign a release allowing the student to be drug tested as 
required for continued employment.

u Participate in evaluation meeting and documentation of
experience

WORKSITE MENTOR

The worksite mentor is extremely critical to the success 
of a Work-Based Learning activity. Although the nature of
the relationship varies depending on the experience, it is
this individual who is best qualified to help students 
understand the opportunities of the industry. Mentoring, 
particularly of young people, can be highly rewarding, but
requires a firm commitment and significant effort outside
of routine job responsibilities. Specifically, the employer
should identify mentors who are willing and able to:

u Actively assist students in their efforts to establish goals
relative to career development

u Provide training to develop skills for the immediate task 
and for future opportunities

u Reinforce the value and relevance of academic skills

u Serve as a role model, both specific to the job and for 
the greater good

u Advise the student in terms of job performance, growth 
opportunities, and networking

u Coach the student on specific job skills

u Orient student to all aspects of the industry

u Advocate on behalf of the student, both to management
and to other co-workers

u Evaluate student performance in a constructive manner

u Create a supportive, trusting relationship

u Look out for the best interests of the student at all times

u Ensure the health and safety of students in the 
workplace

u Participate in regular assessment and reporting and end
of experience activities

Mentors should be individuals who have characteristics
such as: 

u Positive personal performance reviews

u Excellent work ethic, work habits

u Personal characteristics relative to role modeling

u Communication skills

u Patience

u Supportive, encouraging, sincere personality

u Demonstrated enthusiasm for learning

u Respect for mentees (i.e., values the potential, 
knowledge, education of mentee)

u Stable work history

u Problem-solving orientation

u Available time

u No relevant legal or moral issues

u Appropriate motivation

u Willing to attend orientation and other relevant meetings

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
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ork-based learning in its broadest context 
includes a number of activities that introduce

students to the world of work. In this project, students will
participate in some of these activities in preparation for a
Work-Based Learning summer employment experience. 
It is anticipated that these activities will contribute to the
student’s decision to seek a WBL summer employment
and will help them to be better prepared.

Common to all of these and other activities is the element
of careful planning and management to ensure a focus on
learning consistent with the integration of academic and
technical skills. The strongest initiatives include a broad
range of different activities executed across the curriculum
(K-12), sharing the common goals of helping students 
1) explore careers, 2) understand the nature of the work
world, and 3) relate work and careers to key academics.

For students to benefit in a significant way, they must 
approach each experience with specific learning outcomes
in mind. It is, therefore, important for the coordinating
teacher to carefully plan each activity, clearly communicate
expectations and outcomes, and evaluate each activity.

Prior to any of these experiences, students will be 
expected to do some initial homework and a follow up 
observation/reflection report. Through online research, 

students can collect significant information about a 
company and be prepared with questions based on the 
information introduced on the website.

All 11th grade students in participating programs will be
provided an opportunity for: 

JOB SHADOWING

Job shadowing is a worksite experience option where a
student follows and observes competent employees in
their daily work but does not necessarily perform work. 
It is a temporary, unpaid experience in an area that is of 
interest to the student. The experience may be as brief as
a half day or as long as two days.

Students will identify an employer related to their program
of study and make arrangements for a job shadowing 
experience. Teachers may provide a list of pre-screened
companies willing to provide experiences related to the
program of study. Students will be required to inform their
teacher and provide details regarding the name of the
company, location, job etc. as outlined on the Employer
Contact Script and Information Sheet form. They will be
responsible for securing their own transportation to and
from the worksite and the appropriate parental permission
forms.

GETTING STARTED

W
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Each school will determine eligibility requirements for
participation in the summer WBL experience. 
Following are suggested criteria:

GPA
u Minimum of 2.5 recommended
u Completion of all required course projects and 
assignments

Attendance
u 95% attendance

SELECTION OF CANDIDATES
F O R  S U M M E R  W B L  E X P E R I E N C E S

Transportation
u Reliable transportation to and from the work site

Recommendations
u Teacher and WBL coordinator recommendation

Teachers should encourage eligible students to 
consider participating in a WBL experience. They
should stress the benefits and opportunities for the 
student.

GETTING STARTED

Students may practice hands-on tasks associated with 
the job, but may not perform productive work at the site 
as this is an unpaid experience with an emphasis on 
exploration, not work.

Job shadowing provides students with an opportunity to:

u Experience “real life” work in a career field

u Expand and meet their educational career goals

u Help to answer the question “Why do I have to learn 
this?”  

u Better understand the relationship between their 
educational experience and career choice

Pre-shadowing activities will include completion of the
Employer Contact Script and Information Sheet with 
details about the company, its work, etc. and completing
any parental approval documents as required by law. 

Post-shadowing activities will include completion of the
tasks and forms as appropriate: The Student’s Job 
Shadowing Experience Evaluation Sheet; Thank You 
Letters; and a Reflection Assignment. 

GUEST SPEAKERS

One way to increase student’s exposure to potential 
employers and the breadth of the industry is through class-
room guest speakers. The purpose of this activity is to help
students better understand the nature of the workplace
and to provide them a general overview of the company
and the speaker. Company leaders and supervisors can
offer insights into their own career paths as well as provide

insider details about the company, its products, its employ-
ees, opportunities for secondary students and careers in
the company. Students can ask questions and acquire a
good understanding of the company and its workers.

PLANT TOURS

Most companies are willing to provide some type of
plant/facility tour for students. Often they will cover the
cost of transportation and even provide lunch for the 
students. Tours are usually limited to safe areas within the
facility. They provide an opportunity to actually see the
product, gain an understanding of how it is produced and
learn about career opportunities. 

MOCK INTERVIEWS

All students should be afforded the opportunity to 
participate in a mock interview with an employer. 
Companies committed to providing the summer WBL 
experience will be encouraged to be part of this activity.
This activity helps students be more confident about their
skills and articulating them to an employer. It also helps
students realize gaps in their own knowledge and skill and
the importance of this when interviewing for a position.
The pool of students eligible for the summer WBL 
experience may participate in their first interview during
this process around the middle of the second semester.

As a result of these experiences, students should have a
familiarity with the companies in the area and those willing
to provide WBL experiences.
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IMPLEMENTING THE
SUMMER WBL EXPERIENCE

he WBL coordinator should develop a schedule
for implementation of the summer WBL 

experience. Suggested time frame and activities include:

APRIL: Identify eligible, interested students, solicit student
applications, confirm that the students meet the criteria
and have the maturity and skills to participate in this expe-
rience. Meet with candidates to discuss job exploration,
interviewing process, and job placement options.

Match students with employers who have been identified
by the WBL coordinator and/or teacher based on their
skills and those needed in the particular company. Prior to
accepting a WBL student, employers should interview the
student to ensure that the student is a good fit for the
company. Employers should be willing to provide at least
150 hours of paid WBL experience.

MAY:WBL coordinator and teacher meet with the 
students to ensure that all  required paperwork is com-
pleted prior to the end of the school year. Inform parents
of their responsibilities and facilitate completion of all 
paperwork including  their permission for the WBL 
experience and indicating their knowledge of the process.

MAY/JUNE: Before the end of the school year, provide 
a mandatory workshop for all summer WBL students.
Content should include: Overview of responsibilities, 
conduct and expectations in the workplace; personal 
finance, managing money, setting up a bank account for
direct deposit of wages; safe driving and getting to work;
problem solving and teamwork on the job; drug testing
and cell phone workplace policies. Presenters can include
school personnel, employers, representatives from a bank
and public safety.

JUNE/JULY: The WBL coordinator visits students during
the first week of employment, meets with the worksite
mentor and the student, reviews the goals and the weekly
or bi-weekly timesheet and reports. They will maintain 
regular contact with the student and worksite during the
WBL experience and visit the student at the worksite at
least twice during the summer.

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER: At the end of the WBL 
experience, the WBL coordinator will collect the employer
and student evaluation forms and process any additional
required paperwork.

Shortly after school resumes in the fall, the students,
teachers, and WBL coordinator should participate in a
“debrief” meeting. Students and employers should share
their experiences, lessons learned and recommendations
for curriculum enhancements with their teachers and the 
WBL coordinator that would help other students have a
more successful WBL experience.

Students receiving high school or college credit should
submit all final papers and reports at that time.

CERTIFICATIONS: It is recommended that all WBL 
students attain at least one industry certification. The 
National Career Readiness Certificate (NCRC) is awarded
based on students’ performance on the ACT WorkKeys
Test. This test should be administered to the students 
prior to the WBL experience if possible. An NCRC Bronze
Level minimum is recommended. Additionally, students
may attain an American Welding Society (AWS), National
Institute of Metalworking Skills (NIMS) or other industry
certification based on  their program of study.

T
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LEGAL & LIABILITY ISSUES
hen Work-Based Learning experiences are 
implemented, all partners have some responsi-

bility for the safety of the participating students. Claims,
issues and even lawsuits may occur that could involve the
employer, the student, the parent and the school district.
Employers, school personnel and parents need to know
and understand what insurance coverage exists and how
that coverage protects all parties. They also must be
aware of current laws and practices applicable to 
individuals under 18 in the workplace. Both employers 
and school personnel may want to consult with an 
attorney about the range of legal issues and their applica-
tion to the planned Work-Based Learning activities.

Following are specifics regarding the responsibilities of
each of the WBL stakeholders.

SCHOOL RESPONSIBILITY

Work-Based Learning exposes students to a broad range
of activities outside of the traditional school boundaries.
In its role as an intermediary for these activities, the school
is subject to varying degrees of responsibility and potential
liability. Therefore, it is incumbent on coordinating teachers
and school administrators to fully understand applicable
laws and liability issues, including:

u Potential impact of acts affecting students in 
work-based settings

u Safety of workplace (e.g., OSHA and other regulations)

u Confidentiality considerations, agreements

u EEO and civil rights issues, including access to programs

u Insurance

u Types of permissions and informed consent 

u Required emergency information 

u Americans with Disabilities Act 

u Workers Compensation laws

u Wage and Hour (FLSA and state) rules and regulations 

u Policy and procedure guidelines for off-site activities

u Transportation (liability issues)

u Job site rules and regulations (OSHA, etc.)

NOTE: This is a list of examples. Schools and coordinating
teachers are strongly advised to determine risks, establish 
policies, and analyze applicable local, state, and federal 
regulations in conjunction with appropriate legal counsel.

School personnel should:

u Provide participants with the opportunity and procedure 
to report problems or suggest changes

u Conduct regularly scheduled on-site visitations. WBL 
coordinators have an obligation and a duty to observe 
students in the Work-Based Learning environment

u Prepare students appropriately for the worksite 
learning experience. They should know what to expect 
and what is expected of them

u Provide students with clear position descriptions and 
insist they operate within those bounds

u Confirm employer’s workers’ compensation coverage 
before placing a student at a worksite

u Require students who drive to the workplace to provide 
proof of auto liability insurance and verify they hold a 
valid driver’s license

W
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SAFETY TRAINING

At all times, both school personnel and the employment
site personnel must take appropriate steps to assure, to
the extent possible, that safe practices are stressed and
followed. However, it is impossible to guarantee that no 
injuries resulting in medical expenses and liability will
occur. The following prudent steps are encouraged:

1. In-school course content should include training 
related to safety at the worksite. OSHA training should 
be offered if possible.

2. Any site used for Work-Based Learning should be 
observed by school personnel prior to placing a 
student at the worksite.

3. Employers should provide the same safety training 
information to students as they would to other new 
employees when hired.

4. Provisions for student safety should be included as 
part of the training agreement signed by the employer, 
student, parent, and school representative.

5. All machinery should have the appropriate safety 
guards in place at all times.

TYPES OF LIABILITY INSURANCE 
AND RISK MANAGEMENT

Workers’ Compensation and Employer Liability
Insurance. This policy provides coverage for the 
Workers’ Compensation statutory benefits as well as 
liability coverage for certain employment-related situa-
tions. The WBL student should be covered as any 
employee is covered since the experience is a paid one.
The school district should also have insurance that covers
the student working in the lab and participating in a
school-related WBL experience. 

Unemployment Insurance. According to 4141.01 (B)(3)
(e)(ii) of the Ohio Revised Code, and the Ohio Department
of Job and Family Services, students enrolled in a school’s
Work-Based Learning experience where credit is given
and occurring during the time frame specified in the Train-
ing Agreement are exempt from unemployment coverage.
It is suggested that all documentation, (i.e.) training agree-
ment, educational plan, evaluation forms, date and hours
worked, should be included in the student’s file. If the 
experience leads to a job after school hours, as well as
school credit, but evaluation is not given, then unemploy-
ment insurance must be paid for those hours.

PARENT’S ROLE

Parents also play a role in the liability of their students’
participation. Parent orientation to the WBL experience is
critical to project success. They must have a clear under-
standing of the work environment, student-employee 
expectations, and importance of the student meeting all
company employment requirements. Parents MUST also
complete the Consent and Emergency Forms and commit
to supporting the learning experience.

EMPLOYER RESPONSIBILITY

Ensure that there is a safe, appropriate work environment
and a mentor actively involved with the student. Student-
employees must participate in all company required 
on-boarding processes. Specific activities include:

u Adhere to the Minor Labor Laws

u Communicate roles and responsibilities to all 
stakeholders. Every business and educational partner 
should thoroughly understand their roles and 
responsibilities

u Maintain written training agreements and educational 
plans, required by state and federal law, that provide for 
safety instruction, supervision and schedule of 
organized and progressive work for the student

u Screen and select only appropriate individuals to serve 
as worksite mentors and supervisors

u Provide orientation, appropriate training, and maintain a 
support system for worksite mentors and school staff 
members

u Ensure that the worksite is in compliance with OSHA 
regulations

u Provide adequate supervision. The standard of care 
provided should be directly related to the degree of risk 
associated with the student’s Work-Based Learning 
activities. The more dangerous the occupational tasks, 
the greater the need for close student supervision

u Provide for proper instruction regarding equipment and 
work processes. Instruction must be complete and 
appropriate for the occupation, including safety and 
health instruction as an integral part of all occupational 
instruction

u Maintain all equipment in a reasonable state of repair 
and all safety guards in place

u Keep on file at the worksite an official age certificate, 
state or federal, that validates the date of birth for every 
employee under the age of nineteen

u Assess student worksite performance on a regular 
basis using the skills and knowledge cited in the training
agreement and educational plan for evaluation.

LEGAL & LIABILITY ISSUES
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Attached are samples of forms and hand-outs related to the WBL project. Many schools have their 

own forms that are sufficient for the activities. These are samples that might be helpful. 

Student Guide to Employer Meetings  16

Parent Consent and Release Form for Business Site Visit  17

Work-Based Learning Worksite Orientation Guide  18

Student Responsibilities: Work-Based Learning Activities  19

Employer Fact Sheet for Summer Work-Based Learning Experience  20

Federal and Ohio Minor Labor Laws  21

Work-Based Learning Project Goals Agreement  23

Work-Based Learning Project Work Log  24

Work-Based Learning Employer Evaluation Form  25

Work-Based Learning Student Evaluation Form  27
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Student Guide to Employer Meetings

RESPECT TIME 

Arrange your meetings by appointment. Always be 
10 minutes early. Never cancel unless it’s an absolute
emergency. (Transportation problems are not an
emergency; work them out.)  If you must cancel, do
so as far in advance as possible and always notify
your mentor and any other relevant individual. Never
be a no-show! If you are ever late—even by one
minute—apologize and correct the problem so that it
doesn’t happen again. (Being on time means being 
at the appropriate place ready to work at least five
minutes before you were scheduled, with all personal
activities like hanging up your coat or going to the
bathroom already completed.) Leave your 
workstation when told or several minutes after your
designated time. Those extra few minutes will make 
a big difference in how you are perceived by your
mentor and others in the business. It costs you 
nothing and gets you a lot!

DRESS FOR RESPECT

Always be impeccably groomed. Always ask what the
preferred dress is and then respect what you’re told.
Remember, your goal in any mentoring relationship is
to earn the respect of your mentor and others in the
business. Dress, especially early in the experience, is
an important consideration in the impression you
make. This is not the time to push the edge. It is a
time to earn some respect.

ASK PERMISSION

Until you understand how the business works, ask
permission for anything of which you’re unsure.
Don’t chew gum, eat, drink, call, leave, or visit with
others unless you’ve gotten permission. Even if the
environment is casual, you’ll make some “respect”
points by asking. Respect gets you rewarded in 
the end.

LEAVE YOUR FRIENDS AT THE DOOR

This is your deal. Take advantage of it.

SPEAK UP

Be as articulate as you are capable of being. Use
complete sentences and real words. Your mentor is
interested in your professional behavior. She or he
wants to help, but may not be used to working with
young people. Students have their own ideas about
communications. Unfortunately they don’t count
when you’re visiting a business, or when you’re 
working with a volunteer mentor. Communicate
his/her way. Shake hands. Be positive. Smile. Speak
up. Ask questions.

LISTEN CAREFULLY

There’s lots of interesting stuff out there. (Lots of 
boring stuff, too.) Listen carefully so that you don’t
miss the things that matter—now and in your future.

The business people your teacher and coordinator have arranged for you to work with are volunteers. They’re 
giving you time because they want to contribute to your future. They are giving you time and energy that they could
be using for other things. But, they’ve chosen to help you. In return, you need to do your very best to be prepared,
to demonstrate your appreciation for their interest in you. Here’s a key consideration: The more interested and 
enthusiastic your mentor believes you to be, the more s/he will give to you in return. Here are some tips for getting
started right:
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This consent and release is executed by the undersigned student and the undersigned parent or guardian legally 
responsible for the undersigned student.

In consideration of the selection of the undersigned student to participate in the 

Field trip to:___________________________________________________________ on:____________________________

Job shadowing day to:_________________________________________________ on: ___________________________

Other:_________________________________________________________________ on: ___________________________

the undersigned agree to the participation by the undersigned student and hereby, for ourselves, our heirs, 
executors and administrators waive, release and forever discharge any and all rights and claims for damage which 
the undersigned may have or which may hereafter accrue against the district or their respective officers, agents, 
representatives, successors, and/or assigns, for any and all injuries which may be sustained and suffered by the 
undersigned student in connection with or arising out of participation in the above indicated activity.

This consent and release shall apply to the above activity on the date indicated OR on any alternate date that may 
be selected by the school.  

I have read and understand the enclosed information.

___________________________________________________________________  ____________________________________
Student signature Date

___________________________________________________________________  ____________________________________
Signature of parent or person responsible Date

For questions regarding this community-based experience, parents or guardians may contact:

_____________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________
Coordinating teacher Best time to call

To ensure student permission, this consent 
and release must be returned to the 
coordinating teacher or his/her designee by: __________________________________________________________________

Parent Consent and Release Form for Business Site Visit

SAMPLE
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Directions: Be sure that your student employee 
obtains information about the following factors. 
Check the information on each item as it is completed.
Return the completed form to the Work-Based 
Learning coordinator. 

Company Orientation

______ 1. Give student copies of printed materials.

______ 2. Explain the company’s history.

______ 3. Describe the company’s product line(s).

______ 4. Discuss company policies and procedures 
regarding:

______ a. Hours of operation/work

______ b. Overtime policies

______ c. Pay periods

______ d. Vacation policy

______ e. Holiday policy

______ f. Appropriate dress and grooming

______ g. Safety rules

______ h. Emergency procedures

______ i. Procedures for absence

______ j. Parking

______ k. Procedures for arrival

______ l. Procedures for departure

______ m.Policies about use of telephone

______ 5. Describe employee benefits such as:

______ a. Discounts

______ b. Educational assistance

Department Orientation

______ 6. Describe the relationship of the department 
to the company.

______ 7. Discuss specific departmental rules
including:

______ a. Breaks

______ b. Work schedules

______ c. Days off

______ d. Presence of food at work station

______ 8. Introduce co-workers

______ 9. Explain job responsibilities of co-workers

______ 10. Identify training sponsor

Job Orientation

______ 11. Show student her/his work station

______ 12. Describe student’s responsibilities

______ 13. Explain the importance of the student’s 
responsibilities to the organization

Work-Based Learning Worksite Orientation Guide

Student: _____________________________________________________________________ Date: ________________________________

Mentor or supervisor: _______________________________________ WBL coordinator: _____________________________________

___________________________________________________________________  ____________________________________
Employer/training sponsor Date

___________________________________________________________________  ____________________________________
Student Date

___________________________________________________________________  ____________________________________
Work-Based Learning coordinator Date
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1. Complete any advance assignments or activities,
including self-inventories and company research.

2. Complete the application form and get parental 
signature.

3. Have proof of your social security number.

4. Submit to a drug screening and criminal back
ground checks as may be required by the 
company or organization.

5. Complete the designated release forms and get 
parental signature(s). Required forms (x):

____ Medical or emergency information

____ Transportation

____ Proof of automobile insurance

____ Specific activity authorization

____ Other:

6. Have the approval of the Work-Based Learning 
coordinator for participation with the specific 
business or organization of interest.

7. Complete the orientation session.

8. Learn and follow all company guidelines and be 
prepared to discuss the guidelines with your 
coordinating teacher or counselor.

9. Provide complete documentation of your 
experience both written (journal) and oral (class 
reports or other presentation as assigned).

10. Complete the evaluation process following 
completion of the experience.

11. Comply with all dress or appearance standards 
at all times throughout the experience.

12. Arrange reliable transportation and back-up plan.

13. Adhere to all safety regulations, including use of 
protection devices, as recommended by the 
business representative throughout the 
experience.

14. Demonstrate courteous, professional behavior 
at all times, including adherence to all company 
policies, procedures and regulations.

15. Provide timely notice of any absences or intent 
to withdraw from the program to WBL 
coordinator and worksite mentor.

Student Responsibilities: Work-Based Learning Activities

Prior to and during participation in any work-based activity, including internships, mentorships, co-op, and others
as designated by the coordinating teacher, you must agree to or complete the following:
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EMPLOYER REQUIREMENTS

Patience, Time, Understanding

Remember that this may be a student’s first job 
experience outside their home. Students may require
additional time and patience to get the job done. 
The workplace is an excellent environment to learn
things like promptness, attendance, working as a
team member, learning how to organize and use 
information and many additional skills. Your training
assistance is very important as you help the student
develop skills that cannot always be taught in the
classroom.

Training Agreement

Students and employers will complete a formal 
Training Agreement with the partner school. It will
outline personal information plus list individual job
duties and student/worker responsibilities for the job.
The Training Agreement allows students age 16 and
older to perform most duties under US Department 
of Labor Child Labor Laws. The WBL coordinator
should be able to answer any questions you have
about this document. 

Assign a Mentor

Each student should have a mentor who will work
closely with them during their experience. This may
be their supervisor or another appropriate company
employee. This person will be the primary contact
with the WBL coordinator.

Student Evaluation

The WBL coordinator will contact the employer/
mentor at least three times during the summer to
complete and update students’ evaluations and to
discuss each student’s performance. A written 
student evaluation check list should be completed 
for each month that a student is employed

Time Requirements

Students are required to work at least 150 hours for
their summer WBL experience. There is no limit to the
amount of additional hours that a student may work.  

EMPLOYER BENEFITS

Future Workforce Development

The program allows employers to participate and 
invest in the training of their future workforce and
provides the school an opportunity to develop 
qualified employees.

Unemployment Exemption

Students working through a vocational training 
program sponsored by a certified vocational school
are exempt from all federal or state unemployment
taxes while receiving a grade for their work. No 
unemployment taxes should be paid since students
are ineligible for unemployment. 

Workers’ Compensation Insurance

Students should be covered like any employee under
Workers’ Compensation Insurance.

Employer Fact Sheet for Summer Work-Based Learning Experience

Through a Work-Based Learning experience, students are expected to not only apply the theory and skills
learned in the classroom, but also to develop skills in analysis and evaluation, problem solving and 
decision-making in the complex work environment. The goal of the summer Work-Based Learning program 
is to enhance student job skills and to develop additional skills that strengthen personal qualities important 
in the workforce. We believe that employers and educators working together can produce a better quality
graduate/worker for the future.
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(Continued next page)

Federal and Ohio Minor Labor Laws

A QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
(Page 1 of 2)

Work-Based Learning Policies 
and Procedures

Several minor labor law exemptions apply to student-
learners and employers participating in a work-based
learning (WBL) experience related to a bona fide career-
technical education program, approved by the Ohio 
Department of Education. The summer Work-Based 
Learning project facilitated by MAGNET and their 
education partners is a bona fide educational program.
Students will participate during the summer between
the 11th and 12th grade and are likely to be 16 or 17
years old. Participating students will be enrolled in 
manufacturing related programs such as welding and
machining career-technical programs. These programs
have WBL procedures, policies and guidelines that
should be adhered to.

Employment of Student-Learners Is 
Permitted Under Certain Conditions

Following is a summary of the laws related to this 
program. Student-learners enrolled in a course of study
and training in a career technical training program 
recognized by the Ohio Department of Education and
the student-learner is employed under a written, signed
agreement by the employer and school which provides:

n the work of the student-learner in the occupation 
declared particularly hazardous shall be incidental to 
the training;

n such work shall be intermittent and for short periods 
of time, and under the direct and close supervision of 
a qualified and experienced person;

n safety instruction shall be given by the school and 
correlated by the employer with on-the-job training, 
and 

n a schedule of organized and progressive work 
processes to be performed on the job shall have 
been prepared.

Is There Any Work That Work-Based 
Learning Students Cannot Perform? 

The regulations define several hazardous occupations
(HO) that are not permitted for minors. However, bona
fide student learners in career-tech welding and 
machining programs are excluded from a number of
them. For example, the following hazardous occupa-
tions related to manufacturing (HO 8) are exempt from
restrictions if students are participating in bona fide
career-technical education: power-driven metal forming,
punching, and shearing machine operations. HO 8 also
permits the use of a large group of common machine
tools used on metal, including lathes, turning machines,
milling machines, grinding, boring machines and 
planning machines.

Can Students Be Exempt from State 
of Ohio “Hour Limitations” 

Students who are 16-17 years old in a bona fide 
career-technical education program are exempt from
State of Ohio “hour limitations.”

The term “minor” refers to individuals under eighteen (18) years of age.
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FEDERAL AND OHIO MINOR LABOR LAWS / A QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
(Page 2 of 2)

Unemployment Compensation

For paid work-based learning experiences, employers
are not required to pay unemployment premiums for
these students. Also, student employees do not qualify
for unemployment compensation at the conclusion of
the work-based learning experience.

Liability Insurance

Schools, businesses, agencies and individuals carry 
liability insurance to protect themselves from damages 
resulting from their or their employees’ acts of 
negligence. The legal principles that apply to liability are
generally true of every citizen. If the student is being
paid, he or she is considered an employee and hence 
is covered by workers’ compensation. Business and 
education learning partnerships should obtain parental
consent prior to placement at a work-site.

Wage Agreements

Employers must prepare, in duplicate, a written 
agreement indicating the agreed remuneration for every
minor fourteen (14) to eighteen (18) years of age.

1. One copy to remain on file at the establishment 
where the minor is employed

2. One copy to be given to the minor for his/her 
retention

List of Minors Employed

The employer shall keep a list of minors employed at 
each establishment, and such list must be posted in a
conspicuous place to which all minor employees have 
access.

Time Records

Every employer shall keep a time book or other written
record showing actual starting and stopping time for
hours worked and each rest period. These records must
be kept for two (2) years.

Withholding Wages

Wages may NOT be withheld from minors for shortages,
presumed negligence, and breakage of machinery, 
incompetence, or inability to perform work according to
any standard of merit.

Prohibited Occupations for Minors

Minors are restricted from working in occupations that
are considered hazardous or detrimental to their health
as outlined in Administrative Rule 4101:9-2,O.R.C. 
Exemptions are allowed as noted above for students 
enrolled in career-technical programs approved by the
Ohio Department of Education.

Quick link reference: http://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/
compliance/childlabor101_text.htm#8

Age Certificates

Employers may protect themselves from unintentional
violation of the child labor provisions by keeping on 
file an employment or age certificate for each minor 
employed to show that the minor is the minimum age
for the job. Although the Wage and Hour Division no
longer issues age certificates, certificates issued under
most state laws are acceptable for purposes of the
FLSA.

Source: Ohio Department of Education, Office of Career-Technical Education: Labor Laws and Issues, A guide for planning
and implementing work-based learning opportunities for minors; Updated May 2009.

Prepared by MAGNET, the Manufacturing Advocacy and Growth Network, with support from Nordson Corporation Foundation,
Martha Holden Jennings Foundation, and The Fred A. Lennon Charitable Trust.
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Work-Based Learning Project Goals Agreement

Student: ____________________________________________   Program: ___________________________________________________

WBL coordinator: __________________________________________________   Date: ________________________________________

Employer/Company name: ______________________________________________   Job title: ____________________________

LEARNING GOALS & OBJECTIVES FOR THE SUMMER EXPERIENCE

This Work-Based Learning project allows students in manufacturing careers to apply school based content and skills 
in a real manufacturing workplace, use complex and critical thinking and problem solving skills to address work 
problems and understand the relationship between classroom theory and work application. An important component
of this experience is the creation of learning goals/objectives. This form should be completed at the beginning of the
WBL experience.

Learning Goals/Objectives (How and what the student plans to learn from this work experience)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

We, the below signed, agree with the suitability of the working/learning goals.

This learning agreement represents a joint effort by the student, employer/on-the-job supervisor, and WBL coordinator
to document what the student will learn from the work experiences and how the learning will be evaluated.

Complete this form by the first week on the job. Student, student’s work place supervisor and WBL coordinator
should retain a copy of the agreement for their records. Special Note: This is one of the major elements for evaluation
of student’s work performance.

Student

Signature

Contact phone or email

Supervisor

Signature

Contact phone or email

WBL coordinator

Signature

Contact phone or email

s
s

s
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Work-Based Learning Project Work Log

Student: ______________________________________________   Student Phone: ___________________________________________

For period from: ____________________________________________   to: __________________________________________________

Employer: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Days and Hours Worked

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Week’s Total

________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ _____________

DAYS:

HOURS:

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Week’s Total

________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ _____________

DAYS:

HOURS:

1. Describe your work assignment and responsibilities:

2. What knowledge or skills were required, and how did this meet your objectives?
What skills do you need to develop that would be helpful? 
Is there anything that you would like to learn or wish that you had learned to help you with this work?

Employee signature: ________________________________________________________________   Date: ____________________________________

Supervisor signature: _______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________________________
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Work-Based Learning Employer Evaluation Form

EMPLOYER EVALUATION OF STUDENT WORK-BASED LEARNING EXPERIENCE

Student/Employee: ___________________________________________________   Term: ______________________________________

WBL student position or title: ______________________________________________________________________________________   

Employer/Company: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________   

Work supervisor: ______________________________________________ Phone: ______________________________________

Please return this form to (WBL coordinator): ________________________________________________________________

How well did the student/employee fulfill the objectives of the Work/Learning Agreement?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Did the student have adequate technical skills? Please comment and identify any gaps requiring additional training
and/or certification.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Latest change in pay was from  $ ____________________________________________ to  $ ____________________________________________

If applicable, would you accept this student for another Work-Based Learning experience?    Yes  /  No

Why/Why Not

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Is there any additional coursework you would recommend for the student that would be beneficial for working in your 
organization?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(Page 1 of 2)

(Continued next page)
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Excellent Good Average Fair Poor

Professional Demeanor
Reports to work when scheduled 5 4 3 2 1
Arrives to work on time 5 4 3 2 1
Arranges for lateness or time off in advance 5 4 3 2 1
Is appropriately dressed 5 4 3 2 1

Knowledge of Job
Grasps instructions quickly 5 4 3 2 1
Desires to increase knowledge of job 5 4 3 2 1
Is willing to ask questions 5 4 3 2 1

Quality of Work
Produces work that is accurate and neat 5 4 3 2 1
Shows thoroughness in work 5 4 3 2 1
Uses time efficiently 5 4 3 2 1
Is able to set priorities 5 4 3 2 1

Attitude
Shows initiative 5 4 3 2 1
Is enthusiastic about work 5 4 3 2 1
Is willing to work with, and for, others 5 4 3 2 1
Accepts suggestions/criticisms 5 4 3 2 1
Asks for additional work when tasks are complete 5 4 3 2 1

Judgment, Reliability, Adaptability
Is able to think independently 5 4 3 2 1
Makes good decisions 5 4 3 2 1
Is able to work under pressure 5 4 3 2 1
Meets deadlines 5 4 3 2 1
Is adaptable in the work place 5 4 3 2 1

Human  Relations
Cooperates with supervisors and co-workers 5 4 3 2 1
Is courteous and friendly 5 4 3 2 1
Controls emotions 5 4 3 2 1
Speaks well and uses good word choice 5 4 3 2 1

Problem Solving
Able to recognize problems when they arise 5 4 3 2 1
Uses available resources to solve problems 5 4 3 2 1
Seeks supervisory help when appropriate 5 4 3 2 1

Overall Rating of Student Performance 5 4 3 2 1

Supervisor signature: _______________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________________________

EMPLOYER EVALUATION OF STUDENT WORK-BASED LEARNING EXPERIENCE
(Page 2 of 2)
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Work-Based Learning Student Evaluation Form

STUDENT EVALUATION OF WORK-BASED LEARNING EXPERIENCE
(Page 1 of 3)

(Continued next page)

Student’s name: ______________________________________________________   ID #: _______________________________________

Employer: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Supervisor: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(Company name and address and telephone number)

(Name & title, department/division)

WORK PERIOD

Start Date: ___________________    End Date: ___________________    Hours Worked Weekly: ____________    Rate of Pay: _______________________   

PART 1: EVALUATION  CATEGORIES  (Please Check)

Educational Value of the Experience: My Attitude Toward Other Personnel:

(   ) Exceptional opportunity (   ) Open, friendly, helpful, informative

(   ) Good experience (   ) Quiet, reserved

(   ) Possibly worthwhile (   ) Withdrawn

(   ) Probably of no value (   ) Usually unfriendly, uncommunicative

Relevance to Major or Career Goals: My Opinion of:

(   ) Very relevant My Supervisor Management

(   ) Usually relevant (   ) Encouraging, helpful  (   )

(   ) Seldom relevant (   ) Somewhat helpful (   )

(   ) Irrelevant (   ) Seemed to “tolerate me”  (   )

(   ) Rejected and discouraged me  (   )

Evaluation of Job Orientation: Your Supervisor’s Rapport With You:

(   ) Complete, accurate (   ) Above average

(   ) Somewhat related (   ) Average

(   ) Irrelevant (   ) Below average

My Technical Skills:

(   ) Were more than adequate

(   ) Were adequate

(   ) Were less than adequate
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STUDENT EVALUATION OF WORK-BASED LEARNING EXPERIENCE
(Page 2 of 3)

(Continued next page)

My Attitude Toward My Job: Availability of Supervisor:

(   ) Showed enthusiasm and initiative (   ) Always available

(   ) Willing, but waited for instructions (   ) Sometimes available

(   ) Took no special interest or initiative (   ) Seldom available

(   ) Only completed assigned duties (   ) Never available, sought other help

My Work Habits (Check all that apply): Overall Rating of This Work Experience:

(   ) Looked for additional tasks (   ) Excellent

(   ) Neat, punctual, accurate work (   ) Very good

(   ) Regular and punctual in attendance (   ) Average

(   ) Usually reported to work (   ) Unsatisfactory

Difficulty of Job Responsibilities: Service from the Work-Based Learning Office:

(   ) Extremely difficult, almost impossible (   ) Excellent

(   ) Challenging (   ) Very Good

(   ) Average in difficulty (   ) Average

(   ) Boring, too repetitious (   ) Poor

(   ) Boring, too easy

PART 2: PLEASE RATE YOUR WBL EXPERIENCE (Circle the appropriate number)

1 (Not Helpful)       2 (Somewhat Helpful)       3 (Moderately Helpful)       4 (Very Helpful)       5 (Extremely Helpful)

1. Gaining practical experience 1 2 3 4 5

2. Developing professional skills 1 2 3 4 5

3. Gaining self-confidence 1 2 3 4 5

4. Developing my ability to communicate orally 1 2 3 4 5

5. Developing my ability to communicate in writing 1 2 3 4 5

6. Learning how to work with colleagues or in a team 1 2 3 4 5

7. Learning about leadership 1 2 3 4 5

8. Developing my ability to work with people from diverse age groups 1 2 3 4 5

9. Developing my ability to work with people from diverse racial/cultural groups 1 2 3 4 5

10. Learning about my area of specialization 1 2 3 4 5

11. Learning about other business areas/functions 1 2 3 4 5

12. Learning business skills and practices 1 2 3 4 5

13. Developing my ability to evaluate other’s arguments/conclusions 1 2 3 4 5

14. Practicing problem solving 1 2 3 4 5

15. Motivating me to continue learning 1 2 3 4 5

PART 1: (Continued)
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STUDENT EVALUATION OF WORK-BASED LEARNING EXPERIENCE
(Page 3 of 3)

What effect has your WBL experience had on your career goals?

In what ways did your WBL experience effect your interpersonal skills, such as communication, workplace relationships,
and conflict resolution?

What technical skills do you think grew stronger because of your WBL?

What skills (technical and/or interpersonal) did you find you need to develop more thoroughly?

What changes would you recommend to the Work-Based Learning coordinator and to your Teacher’s program?

What suggestions would you make to a student considering the Work-Based Learning program?

Do you plan on earning a certification through your school’s program?

Student’s signature: _______________________________________________________________ Date: _____________________________________
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Attached are samples of Job Shadowing forms and hand-outs related to the WBL project. Many schools

have their own forms that are sufficient for the activities. These are samples that might be helpful. 
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Student Job Shadowing Checklist

PRE-VISIT REVIEW 
AND COMPLETION OF:  

u STUDENT OVERVIEW   

u RESEARCHING THE COMPANY   

u COVER LETTER/EMAIL

u EMPLOYER CONTACT SCRIPT AND 
INFORMATION SHEET

u PARENT INFORMATION FORM

u JOB SHADOW PERMISSION FORM

u SAMPLE QUESTIONS YOU COULD ASK
DURING JOB SHADOWING

DURING THE VISIT:

u Arrive at the site 10 minutes prior to the agreed 
upon time

u Dress according to the standards of the particular 
site

u Introduce yourself—A strong handshake and direct 
eye contact are important!

u Be polite and enthusiastic  

u Conduct yourself in a professional manner

u Follow all guidelines and policies of the site

u No food, drink, or gum except as specifically 
provided by mentor/sponsor

u Provide employer with EMPLOYER EVALUATION 
OF VISITING STUDENT

u IMPORTANT: If you are unable to go to your job 
shadowing appointment, you must call the job 
shadowing site prior to the scheduled time and 
cancel your appointment (Job Shadowing can 
count as a day of attendance)

POST-VISIT 
COMPLETION OF:  

u STUDENT’S JOB SHADOWING EXPERIENCE 
EVALUATION SHEET

u THANK YOU LETTERS—Within one week of the 
experience 

u SAMPLE REFLECTION ASSIGNMENT

u Any school assignments related to the job 
shadowing experience

Students will have responsibilities and expectations related to the job shadowing experience. Please refer to the
checklist to help you to represent yourself and your school with pride and professionalism!  
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WORK-BASED LEARNING COORDINATOR

o Identify appropriate worksites

o Schedule students (master calendar)

o On-site visit to confirm appropriate site for shadowing experience

o Monitor completion of on-site assignments

o Collect supervisor evaluations

o Be available for emergencies

EMPLOYER SPONSOR/MENTOR

o Inform student of company rules and regulations

o Answer relevant questions about profession, work activity, and facility

o Monitor student and contact instructor about problems, as appropriate

o Complete written evaluation of student’s participation

o Review experience with Work-Based Learning Coordinator and student, as appropriate

School and Employer Job Shadowing Checklist
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1. Visit the company website and review their:  
(many items located in their “About Us” section)  

u Mission statement and values 

u History

u HR site 

u Company culture 

u Management 

u Recent news, client lists, updates

u Products and services  

u If a public company—Go to the latest annual 
report, read the “Report to Shareholders” by 
their CEO (found within the first few pages of 
the annual report)

2. “Hoovers” or “Dun and Bradstreet” Reports—
accessible only through your public library’s 
research database 

3. LinkedIn—LinkedIn company profiles are a good 
way to find more information on a company 
you're interested in as well as the person you 
will interview. Take a look at your interviewer's 
profile to get insight into their job and their 
background. When you’re a LinkedIn member 
you’ll be able to see your connections at the 
company, new hires, promotions, jobs posted,
related companies, and company statistics. 

Researching the Company

Your level of knowledge of the company/organization will be very important to the interviewer and will definitely 
enhance your chances of securing an internship. Please take the time to learn about the company/organization 
and your sponsor/mentor—it will make a difference. Following are some of the activities you can do prior to 
your visit: 
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Month/Day/Year 

Name of sponsor/mentor

Title of sponsor/mentor (if applicable)

Name of business/company

Address

City/State/Zip code 

Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. Last Name:

I am currently a student at Name of School and I am considering occupation/industry (such as: 

welding/manufacturing) as a future career path.  I would like to ask if I could spend timeframe 

(a half-day, a day ) job shadowing you so I can learn more about name of company and industry 

(such as: Swagelok and manufacturing). This experience would also help me learn about the 

specific skills you expect employees to be able to demonstrate.  If possible, it would also be helpful 

if we could have a short interview toward the end of the shadowing so I could ask you any questions 

I might have about company/occupation/industry after observing your activities and actions.

Thank you very much for considering my request.  I will call you the week of Month and date to see

about scheduling a job shadowing experience.  If you have any questions please feel free to contact

Mr./Mrs./Ms. Name, my Teacher/Instructor/WBL Coordinator via phone (xxx-xxx-xxxx) or via email

(_____@________.___)

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

(Your signature)

First and last name typed

Cover Letter/Email

SAMPLE LETTER:
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Business Name: 

_____________________________________________________ 
Street Address  (Include City, State, Zip Code):

_____________________________________________________
Phone Number: 

_____________________________________________________ 

Initial contact with company:

Hello, my name is ____________________________________
and I am a high school student at (Name of School)
participating in the name of specific program (such as:
Precision Machine Technology) Program. I would like
to speak to someone in order to make arrangements
to visit your place of business for a job shadowing 
experience. This experience will help me complete a
learning assignment about the workplace and learn
about the specific skills you expect employees to be
able to demonstrate. Can you direct me to the proper
person that I could speak with to schedule a job 
shadowing experience? Thank you for your help.  

Speaking with a specific person that can
schedule a job shadowing experience:

Good Afternoon Mr./Ms./Mrs. last name and thank you
for taking time to talk to me. I would like to shadow a
worker or workers at your place of business on Day
and Date (such as: Friday, April 24) for state the time
length of the job shadowing experience (such as: 1/2
day, full day, 3 hours). While I am there, I would like 
to observe workers and ask some questions about 
the skills that they are expected to be able to 
demonstrate. I would be happy to share my interview
questions ahead of time with you if you would like for
me to do that. Thank you for your help.

Job being shadowed

_____________________________________________________ 
To whom should I report when I arrive? 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 
What time should I arrive? 

_____________________________________________________ 
I can stay until 3:00 p.m. Is that acceptable?

_____________________________________________________ 
Is there a special place that I should park?

_____________________________________________________ 
To whom should the follow-up information be sent to?

_____________________________________________________ 
Other comments from contact person:

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

Upon confirmation of a 
scheduled job shadowing:  

Thank you very much for your time and for your help.  
I look forward to visiting with you on day, date and
times (such as: Friday, April 24 from 9:00 to 2:00)

Reminders: 

u If they say “no” or they cannot have students visit, 
please thank them for taking the time to talk 
with you  

u If they would like you to call back, ask what time 
and who you should talk to about shadowing

Employer Contact Script and Information Sheet
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Parent Information Form

To the Parent or Guardian:

Students from Name of School will be participating
in a job-shadowing school program on day and
date (such as: Friday, April 24)         

Your son/daughter will have an opportunity to
spend the day learning about a career in which
he/she has shown interest either in the job setting
or at an educational institution.

In order for the student to participate, you will
need to agree to arrange transportation to and
from the job site. In addition, you will need to sign
and return the attached permission form. 

Permission form MUST BE returned 
in order to participate

On the right is a list of objectives and desired 
outcomes that the student should keep in mind
while on this job shadowing experience.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Provide students with realistic work experience 
in a career field

2. Provide students with occupational and career 
information

3. Develop leadership skills necessary for their 
future career

4. Become aware of dedicated professionals in the 
field

5. Provide a clear understanding of the skills and 
preparation necessary for jobs in this career field

6. Acquire knowledge that will assist students in the 
career decision-making process

DESIRED OUTCOMES:

1. Teach students skills necessary for employment

2. Utilize business and community resources to 
enhance career and technical training programs

3. Promote business partnerships with career and 
technical training programs 

4. Provide a more comprehensive educational 
program for students enrolled in the Name of 
School programs
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Job Shadowing Field Trip Permission Form

I will be participating in the _______________________________________________________________________________________

Job Shadowing experience program on (Day / Date): ______________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ will arrive at

____________________________________________________________________________ and report to

________________________________________________________________________  from: ___________ A.M. to: ___________ P.M.

o I accept responsibility for my son’s/daughter’s transportation for the Name of School Job Shadowing 
experience field trip.  

As a parent or guardian, I have reviewed all information explaining the individual Job Shadowing experience field trip.

I hereby give permission for my son/daughter to take part in the Job Shadowing experience. I understand that my
son/daughter will assume the responsibility to dress appropriately, act reasonably, and be prudent in all situations
regarding safe practices at the job. I release the Name of School, all school personnel, along with the company at
which the Job Shadowing experience takes place, from any liability or damages resulting from carrying out their 
responsibilities.

NAME OF SCHOOL

STUDENT NAME

COMPANY NAME

CONTACT PERSON

CAREER AND TECHNICAL / HS PROGRAM

Permission form MUST BE returned in order to participate

_______________________________________________________________________ (Date):___________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ (Date):___________________________________

PARENT SIGNATURE

STUDENT SIGNATURE
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Sample Questions You Could Ask During Job Shadowing

INTRODUCTION

u What is your occupation and job title?

u How did you become interested in this type of 
work?

u Why did you choose this career?

u How did you get your job with this company?

QUALIFICATIONS

u What type of education and/or training was 
required for this job?

u What classes did you take in high school that 
prepared you for your job?

u Did you have to interview, take any tests, complete
an internship or apprenticeship for this position?

u What kind of experience was required for this job?

u What personality traits are important for this job?

u What kind of technical knowledge is required for 
this job?

u How are technology demands increasing or 
changing?

DUTIES

u How many hours do you work in a typical week?

u Are certain times of the month or year busier than 
other times?

u What kinds of things are you required to do as part 
of your job?

u Are you required to supervise other employees as 
part of your job?

u Do you have to depend on others in order to 
accomplish your job?

u Do you take work home?

u Do you work a shift?  What choices do you have in 
making your work schedule?

SALARY AND BENEFITS

u What is the salary range for different levels in 
this field?

u What types of fringe benefits are offered to you for 
your job?

u How are “raises” earned?

u What is the opportunity for advancement in this 
area?

PERSONAL SATISFACTION

u What do you like best about your job?

u What don’t you like about your job?

u How has your company kept up with technology 
and progressive business management 
techniques?

u How does your job affect your time away from 
work?

u What are the job opportunities for this area of 
work?

u What kind of personal satisfaction do you get from 
your job?

MISCELLANEOUS

u What advice would you give a student interested in
this career?

u What changes do you see in this area within the 
next 5-10 years?
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Employer Evaluation of Visiting Student

Attention Student: Please fill in the top part of this form completely before giving it to the job shadowing evaluator

Student: ______________________________________ CTC or HS Program: _____________________________________________  

Business Name: __________________________________________________________ Date of Visit: _________________________

Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Arrival Time: _________________________________________ Departure Time: ___________________________________________

Options to return the survey

*Note to student: Please give this form to the person that you are shadowing when you arrive and ask that 
he/she fill it out and return it to Name of School.

*Note to employer: Please complete this form. When completed either give the form to the student to return to 
Name of School or send it in the U.S. Mail to verify the student’s participation in today’s job-shadowing experience.

Please evaluate the student in the following areas:

SD (Strongly Disagree)       D (Disagree)       A (Agree)       SA (Strongly Agree)

The participating student: SD D A SA
Was punctual
Arrived prepared to participate 
Seemed interested in the shadowing experiences provided     
Was polite, cooperative and behaved appropriately
Demonstrated qualities that are important to employers           
Conducted the interview in an appropriate manner
Dressed neatly and appropriately
Demonstrated enthusiasm toward the experience 
Communicated effectively verbally and non-verbally 
Showed appropriate appreciation for your help
Sent an appropriate thank-you within one week of the experience   
Is recommended for other, similar activities at other organizations 

Other Comments:

Employer Signature: _________________________________________________________ Date: ______________________________
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Student’s Job Shadowing Experience Evaluation Sheet

Student: _____________________________________________ Company: _________________________________________________

Date of Job Shadowing: ___________________________ Department: _________________________________________________

Total Number of Hours on the Job Shadowing: ____________________

Person(s) shadowed: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Describe the job of the person you shadowed.

2. From your perspective (your interests, abilities, and goals) identify aspects of the job that were:

Positive: 

Negative:

3. What training/education is required for this job and where can you get it?

4. List any classes at Name of School which might teach skills that would be necessary for the
job you shadowed. (Include both class name and skills)

5. Did the job shadowing experience influence your career choice/goals? How?

Student Signature: __________________________________________________________ Date: ______________________________

Please return to your Instructor immediately after your job shadowing experience. 
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Thank You Letters

Thank you letters are a vital part of the job shadowing process. They help you process the experience more fully
and are important to building relationships. The sponsors/mentors are always appreciative of your time and effort in
writing a personal thank you letter and enjoy hearing from you. They should be sent within one week of your job
shadowing experience. 

Thank you letters do not need to be long and should include:

u What you are grateful for

u What important aspects that you learned and how you will use them  

u What you enjoyed the most 

SAMPLE LETTER:

Month/Day/Year 

Name of sponsor/mentor
Title of sponsor/mentor (if applicable)
Name of business/company
Address
City/State/Zip code 

Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. Last Name:

Thank you very much for the opportunity to job shadow with Name of Company on list the date and for all of your
time, insights and assistance. 

My job shadowing experience was very rewarding and I really liked mention specifics about what you enjoyed the
most about your experience (such as:  the culture of the company, how the experience helped to connect what
you’re learning in school to the world of work, how it was useful to your career and school goals). I learned a lot
from the experience and the most important thing I learned was list the item that was most beneficial to you (such
as: learning about the company, the industry, what one - two skill(s) is/are valued—such as: communication, 
teamwork, initiative, critical thinking, problem solving).

It was a pleasure meeting you and learning about you and your company. I want to thank you again for this 
opportunity. It was very helpful to me in planning my educational and career goals.

Sincerely,

(Your signature)
First and last name typed
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Reflection Assignment

Experience: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Using what you’ve learned from your job shadowing experience, consider how the experience is related to your own
future educational and career plans. Please write a 2 to 3-page reflection paper about your job shadowing experience.
The paper should be typed, double-spaced, using a 12-point font. There are no right or wrong answers for this 
assignment, you will be evaluated only on how thoroughly you respond to each question.

Answer each question on the basis of what’s right for you and what’s important to you as you plan for your future
from an educational and workplace perspective.   

u Do you think this is a realistic and possible career field for you? Why or why not?

u What aspects of job shadowing were most interesting? Which were not? Why?

u Based on your job shadowing experience what are the important connections you see between your classroom 
learning and the workplace?

u Which workplace skills were most valued by the company?  

u Do the rewards of this career justify its education and training requirements?

u How did this job shadowing experience affect your next steps for your educational and career planning?  
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